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MODEL-BASED CONTROL METHODS TO IMPROVE THE POWER 
QUALITY OF GRID-CONNECTED SINGLE-PHASE INVERTERS 
 
Moath Alqatamin 
June 23, 2020 
          Power electronic converters are commonly used for interfacing distributing 
generation sources (DGs) to the electrical power system networks. This is necessary 
because these DGs usually have different output characteristics and cannot be connected 
directly to the local load and/or the grid. The power electronic front-end converter is an 
inverter whose dc link is fed by an ac/dc converter or by a dc/dc converter, according to 
the DG source type. The commercial front-end inverters are designed to operate either in 
grid-connected (GC) mode or in stand-alone (SA) mode.  In the SA mode, the inverter is 
connected to local load, but in the GC mode the inverter must be connected to the utility 
grid and a local load could be connected to this system as well. Based on this, any designed 
or proposed controller for such systems should work well in both operation modes. The 
control objective in SA mode is to improve the quality of the local load voltage, and the 
control objective in GC mode is to inject clean current to the grid with low total harmonic 
distortion (THD). Most of the control schemes in the literature have been designed to work 
in one of these operation modes and ensure low THD either for the local load voltage or 
for the injected grid current. However, some of the existing control schemes in the literature 
proposed different control architectures for each operation mode. Moreover, there are a 
few researches have been reported in the literature based on the cascaded control theory to 
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obtain low THD for both the local load voltage simultaneously with the injected current to 
the grid in the grid-connected mode. 
           Due to the growing penetration of the DG sources in the residential applications, 
single-phase grid-connected inverters have gained much attention. For this reason, the 
single-phase grid-connected inverter systems have been chosen in our study. Since such 
systems have nonlinearity in its behavior, different nonlinear model-based control schemes 
have been designed in order to improve the quality of the local load voltage while injecting 
clean current to the grid for single-phase grid-connected inverter systems by using single 
structure control scheme. Furthermore, the proposed control schemes ensure the seamless 
transfer between GC and SA operation modes without adjusting the controller structure 
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Much interest has been raised in recent times in the micro-grid (MG) systems arena. 
Renewable energy sources, such as wind turbines, solar cells, and micro turbines are used 
as primary sources to MG systems. Inverters have been widely used as dc/ac power 
converter devices in MG systems to interface renewable energy sources to the utility grid 
and/or local load because the renewable energy sources have different output characteristics 
[1]. The MG system can be connected to the grid in the grid-connected mode (GC) or can 
be worked as an islanded unit in the stand-alone mode (SA) [2]. In the GC mode the 
inverters in the MGs behave as current source and it is usually connected to the grid through 
LCL filter or LC filter with grid interface inductance in order to attenuate the switching 
frequency harmonics [3]. Typically, in the GC mode; the injected current to the grid should 
have low total harmonic distortion (THD) and within the IEEE standard acceptable limits 
for such systems [4]. In smart inverter systems, Controlling the phase shift between the 
injected current to the grid and the phase angle of the grid can determines which type of the 
power could be delivered to the grid, active or reactive power [5-8]. In order to obtain unity 
power factor at the grid side this current should be in phase with the grid. Unity power factor 
at the grid side means only active power has been injected to the grid. Most commercial 
single-phase grid-connected inverters have been controlled to inject only active power and 
ensure unity power factor at the grid side [9]. On the other hand, in SA mode the inverters 
work as a voltage source which should supply the local load with a low THD voltage of the 
appropriate magnitude, regardless of the nature of the load [10], [11].  
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From the microgrid control view, improving the performance of grid-connected inverters 
is the main objective of many control approaches in literature. The performance of such 
systems can be measured by the quality of the local load voltage and the quality of the 
injected current to the grid. In [12], current control of a single-phase grid-connected inverter 
with transformer isolation has been achieved via a digital model predictive controller. 
However, this scheme does not consider the dynamic of the grid or the local load voltage. 
Similarly, a controller based on Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) has been proposed in 
[13] to control the injected current to the grid. Moreover, a current controller based on 
composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) is proposed in [14] for a grid-connected inverter. The 
proposed CNF controller combines linear and nonlinear feedback signals to improve the 
closed-loop transient and steady-state response of the system. In [15], the proposed current 
control scheme has been designed based on Sliding Mode Control (SMC) to inject clean 
current to the grid. In general, the chattering problem is common in SMC theory. In addition, 
taking the numerical derivative of the capacitor voltage is another problem in [15], as this 
causes amplification of the measured noise. Moreover, the authors in [16-19] also present 
enhanced current controllers in order to improve the performance of grid connected 
inverters operating in weak and distorted grid. Recently, The backstepping technique [20] 
has been utilized to design a nonlinear control for both stand-alone and grid-connected 
inverter systems. For instance, A backstepping controller based on high order sliding mode 
for three phase grid-connected inverter has been designed in [21] to regulate the grid current.        
A current controller based on 𝐻∞ and repetitive control techniques has been proposed in 
[22] to inject clean current to the grid in three-phase grid-connected inverter. In contrast, 
the same approach has been used in [23] to a design voltage controller for grid-connected 
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inverter to keep low THD for the local load voltage. Moreover, a backstepping nonlinear 
controller has been proposed in [24] to regulate the output voltage and frequency for a three-
phase grid-connected inverter without studying the quality of the grid current. Also, the 
authors in [25] designed a nonlinear controller based on backstepping methods to enhance 
the quality of the output voltage in the presence of a nonlinear local load. 
For microgrid applications, the inverter systems should have the ability to work in two 
operation modes; SA and GC modes. As a result, the controllers for such systems are 
required to operate in two modes as well. For this purpose, the authors in [26, 27] have 
designed a distinct controller for each mode. The control scheme eliminates the impact of 
the nonlinear local load on the grid current in the grid-connected mode. When the microgrid 
detects the islanding situation, a voltage control mode should be inserted to assure 
acceptable quality of the local load output voltage waveform. Similarly, the operation of 
the inverters in [28, 29] have been divided into two modes, grid-connected mode and stand-
alone mode. Each mode has different control architecture. Moreover, Two  nonlinear 
controllers based on backstepping approach have been designed in [30]. One of them to 
control the local load voltage in stand-alone mode, whereas the other is proposed to control 
the output current in grid-connected mode. Once the islanding status is detected, the 
transition scheme is activated to change between these two controllers.  
From the previous discussion, it can be noted that there are different solutions in literature 
for obtaining low THD and controlling either the output voltage in sand-alone mode or the 
grid current in grid-connected mode by different controller schemes for each mode. 
However, the challenge is to meet the two objectives in grid-connected mode 
simultaneously by using one controller. In general, the cascaded control theory is typically 
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utilized to achieve two or more control objectives [31-35].  A few of those works  have been 
proposed to simultanously control the output local load voltage and the injected current to 
the grid  for grid-connected inverter systems. For instance, the proposed cascaded current-
voltage controller in [34] has been designed based on 𝐻∞ repetitive control strategy. In [34], 
the current controller is in the outer loop, whereas the voltage controller is in th inner 
loop.The designed controller is applied to improve the power quality of the local load 
voltage and the grid current at the same time for the three-phase grid-connected inverter. 
Moreover, the authors in [35] have proposed a fixed hysteresis control scheme based on the 
SMC technique. The controller includes an inner voltage loop with linear proportional (P) 
controller and an outer current loop with linear proportional-integral (PI) controller. In [36], 
the authors proposed a multiloop control scheme to inject clean current to the grid. They use 
the inner loop voltage control as an active damping technique for LCL resonance and the 
outer loop current control to control the grid current. For the same purpose, the authors in 
[37] proposed a control scheme by using boundary control method and deadbeat controller. 
The boundary control is employed in the inner loop by feeding back the capacitor current 
and voltage to reduce the system order seen from the deadbeat controller in the outer loop. 
In this dissertation, a single-phase inverter has been connected to the grid through LC 
filter and grid interface inductance. The inverter will be sized to supply current to a parallel 
connected local load and to the grid, simultaneously. In such systems, there are many 
sources of time varying uncertainties and nonlinearities such as local load current, grid 
voltage and switching dynamics of the inverter. In this work, we propose different model-
based nonlinear control schemes to improve the power quality of the local load voltage and 
grid current of the single-phase grid-connected inverter systems simultaneously by using 
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one control structure. Furthermore, the proposed control schemes ensure the seamless 
transfer between grid-connected and stand-alone operation modes without adjusting the 
controller structure and with self-synchronization ability. 
Firstly, To start from the common approach in the literature, cascade control theory 
has been employed along with the nonlinear control theory to design a model-based 
nonlinear cascaded controller to improve the quality of the local load voltage and to inject 
clean current to the grid, simultaneously [38]. The proposed control scheme has an outer 
current loop and an inner voltage loop. Power quality of the local load voltage is the 
responsibility of the inner voltage controller. The role of the outer current controller is to 
inject clean current to the grid. In the previous works [34] and [35] the authors have used 
two current sensors to measure the inverter filter current and the grid current in the grid 
interface inductance. In our work [38], a current observer has been designed to replace the 
inverter filter current sensor in order to reduce the impact of switching noise present in this 
measurement, along with system cost. In general, the main disadvantage of cascaded 
control schemes is that they require the objective in the inner control loop to be met before 
activating the outer control loop. To ensure this, a supervisory control is needed in the 
cascaded approach and the controller in the outer loop should be designed to have a slower 
dynamic response than the controller in the inner loop. Cascaded control further assumes 
that the stability of the two control loops are independent. As an effort to overcome these 
shortfalls of the cascaded control approaches, the backstepping theory [20] has been 
utilized to design a nonlinear controller to achieve the previous two control objectives 
simultaneously [39]. The proposed control scheme in [39] came at the requirement of full 
state-feedback which is both costly and introduces the noisy inverter inductor current signal 
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to the control scheme. This approach also required real-time numerical differentiation of 
the grid voltage measurement which is also problematic. To overcome the aforementioned 
disadvantages of proposed backstepping control approach in [39], a novel second order 
dynamic system equation in terms of the output voltage instead of coupled inductor-
capacitor dynamic system model from [35] has been utilized to design a backstepping 
control scheme. As a result of the novel modeling, the derivative of the output voltage has 
been introduced in this dynamic systems equation. To deal with this term, a variable 
structure nonlinear observer was developed [40]. 
As it is seen from previous discussion, in the proposed schemes in [39, 40], the 
numerical and mathematical derivative of the grid voltage are required to be known. 
Moreover, the approach in [40] requires to design variable structure observer to avoid the 
numerical derivative of the output voltage which increases the system complexity. As an 
effort to overcome the above disadvantages of above approaches, a nonlinear filter-based 
control approach [41] has been proposed. In this scheme the second order dynamic system 
equation in term of the output voltage has been utilized to design the proposed controller. 
As a result, the need for a current sensor is removed, which will reduce the system costs 
and as such, the measurement is not polluted with switching noise. Thus, creating a control 
scheme relies only on the output measurements. Moreover, in this proposed filter-based 
control scheme, the derivative of the output voltage and the grid voltage has been avoided.  
        For each developed control scheme in this work, the seamless transition between 
stand-alone mode and grid-connected mode is ensured without changing the controller 
structure. Moreover, a Lyapunov stability analysis is presented which proves that the 
voltage and current tracking objectives are achieved by the same controller with all signals 
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remaining bounded. An experimental test bed has been implemented to further validate the 
proposed control schemes in the real-time environment as well the performance is 
compared to a conventional approach. In this hardware setup, a programmable DC power 
supply BK-PRECISION XLN30052 1.56KW is used as input DC voltage of the H-bridge 
single-phase inverter. A two-quadrant programmable AC source BK- PRECISION 9803 
750VA was used to emulate the utility grid at fundamental frequency 60𝐻𝑧. The NI 
CompactRIO 9063 with LabVIEW software has been used to implement the proposed 
algorithm and to execute it in real-time by the onboard Virtex-5 LX50 FPGA.  
       The remainder of this work will proceed as follows: in Chapter 2, a cascaded nonlinear 
controller has been proposed to control the local load voltage and the grid current 
simultaneously. A learning approach has been utilized in the voltage loop to avoid the need 
for a numerical derivative of the reference trajectory of the output voltage, which is 
generated from the outer current loop. In chapter 3, the backstepping control approach has 
been designed based on the standard third order dynamic equations of the grid-connected 
inverter system. To reduce the number of the current sensors in the proposed backstepping 
approach from chapter 3, a novel second order dynamic system equation in term of the 
output voltage has been utilized in chapter 4 instead of the standard coupled inductor-
capacitor dynamics. As a result, the need for a filter inductor current sensor is removed, 
which will reduce the system costs and as such, the measurement is not polluted with 
switching noise. To overcome the disadvantages of the proposed control schemes in 
chapters 3 and 4, the novel filter-based control scheme has been designed in chapter 5. 






CASCADED NONLINEAR CONTROL SCHEME 
      In this chapter, a cascaded control scheme based on nonlinear methods has been 
designed to simultaneously improve the quality of the local load voltage while also 
controlling the injected grid current in a grid-connected single-phase inverter system. This 
control approach ensures the seamless transfer between grid-connected and stand-alone 
operation modes without adjusting the controller structure.  The proposed control structure 
consists of an outer current loop and inner voltage loop, each of which are motivated by 
separate Lyapunov based stability analysis. In an effort to reduce cost and noise sensitivity 
an inductor current observer is utilized.  This scheme incorporates a Learning scheme to 
compensate for periodic disturbances which are present in the dynamic system. This 
scheme has been used in [42] to avoid the derivative of the output current in a stand-alone 
voltage inverter.  Moreover, since the impedance of the grid has significant effect on 
system stability and current control performance, parameter estimation scheme is 
developed to compensate for this unknown parameter [43]. Each scheme in the cascaded 
system is validated through a Lyapunov stability analysis.  The overall scheme is validated 
with an instantaneous circuit simulation where PLECS software was utilized. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The mathematical model of the 
single-phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is presented in Section 2.1. In Section 
2.2, this model is then used to develop the cascaded controller and current observer. A 
Lyapunov stability analysis is performed for each control loop in this section. The 
simulation results in Section 2.3 validate the controller development. Concluding remarks 
are provided in Section 2.4. 
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2.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
A single-phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is shown in Fig.1. The system 
consists of the following elements: DC power supply 𝑉𝑑𝑐, H-bridge voltage source inverter 
(VSI), LC filter 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓, where 𝑅𝑓 , 𝑅𝑐 are the series resistances of the inductor and capacitor, 
respectively.  The grid is represented by an ac voltage source 𝑉𝑔 and impedance which is 
considered as an inductance 𝐿𝑔 with an internal series resistance 𝑅𝑔. A local load has been 
connected in parallel to the capacitor 𝐶𝑓. By applying KVL and KCL to the state average 
model of the circuit, the mathematical differential equations representing the dynamic 
system are: 
  𝐿𝑓𝐼1̇ = −(𝑅𝑓 + 𝑅𝑐)𝐼1 − 𝑉𝑐 + 𝑅𝑐(𝐼2 + 𝐼𝑜) + 𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐 () 
 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑐 = 𝐼1 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼𝑜 () 
 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇ = −𝑅𝑔𝐼2 + 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉𝑔 () 
where 𝐼1(𝑡), 𝑉𝑐(𝑡), 𝐼2(𝑡) ∈ ℝ are the inductor output current, capacitor voltage, and injected 
current to the grid, respectively. 𝑉𝑜, 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℝ are the voltage and current of the local load, 
respectively. 𝑢(𝑡) ∈ ℝ  is the subsequently design control signal.  
 
Figure 0.1 Grid-connected single-phase inverter diagram 
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2.2 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 
 To facilitate the control development, the system is divided into two subsystems. The 
first subsystem (grid side) is the grid utility with its grid impedance. The second system 
(inverter side) consists of the DC supply, VSI, LC-filter, and the local load. Based on the 
theory of the cascaded control, and in recognition of the fact that the dynamic of the outer 
loop (grid frequency) is much slower than the inner loop (switching frequency), we are able 
to justify designing the two control loops separately [34]. Accordingly, the inverter side 
system will be used to design the inner-loop voltage controller and the grid side system will 
be used to design the outer-loop current controller with the assumption that the control 
objective of the inner-loop has been met. The subsequent development is based upon the 
following assumptions: 
Assumption 1: 𝑅𝑓 , 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓 , 𝑅𝑐, 𝑉𝑑𝑐 are known, constant system parameters. 
Assumption 2: The output voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) is measurable and the grid voltage 𝑉𝑔(𝑡) is 
measurable and bounded.  
Assumption 3: The current of the grid side system 𝐼2(𝑡) can be considered as a slowly 
time-varying external disturbance, hence 𝑑 ≜ 𝐼2. It is also practical to assume that ?̇? ≈ 0.  
The dynamics of the grid current will be orders of magnitude slower than the switching 
dynamics of the inner loop control scheme [44]. 
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Assumption 4: 𝑅𝑔, 𝐿𝑔 are unknown constant grid impedance parameters in the sense 
?̇?𝑔, ?̇?𝑔 ≈ 0.   
Assumption 5: The reference current trajectory and its derivative are known and bounded, 
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), 𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. 
Assumption 6: The local load current and its first derivative are bounded, 𝐼𝑜 , 𝐼?̇? ∈ ℒ∞.  
Assumption 7: the inductor current is bounded 𝐼1(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞, for bounded values of 𝑉𝑜(𝑡).  
2.2.1 INNER-LOOP VOLTAGE CONTROLLER DESIGN 
Fig.2 shows the inverter side system that will be used to design the voltage controller in 
the inner loop. The control objective of the inner-loop voltage controller is to maintain low 
THD of the local load voltage regardless of the type of load and achieve the reference output 
voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), hence 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) → 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) 𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. An additional assumption is 
required such that a stable inner closed loop control scheme is possible. As such we assume 
the outer current loop will only provide a bounded reference signal for the inner loop, as 
such we assume the following:   
 





Assumption 8: The reference voltage trajectory is bounded, 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ as shown in 
Fig.2.4. This is typically done with the cascaded approaches implementation, and as such a 
supervisory system is in place to stop the system operation if this assumption is not meet. 
From Fig.2, and the Assumption 3, the local load voltage  𝑉𝑜(𝑡) can be written as:  
𝑉𝑜 = 𝑉𝑐 + 𝑅𝑐(𝐼1 − 𝑑 − 𝐼𝑜). () 










− 𝑅𝑐𝐼?̇? + 𝑅𝑐𝐼1̇. (5) 
Substituting 𝑉𝑐 from (4) into (1), and using Assumption 3 yields:  
𝐿𝑓𝐼1̇ = −𝑅𝑓𝐼1 − 𝑉𝑜 + 𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐. () 
Substituting (6) in (5) after multiplying (5) by 𝐿𝑓 along with some mathematical 
simplifications, the dynamic of the output voltage will be as: 
𝐿𝑓?̇?𝑜 = −𝐴𝐼1 − 𝐵𝑑 − 𝑅𝑐𝑉𝑜 − 𝐵𝐼𝑜 − 𝑅𝑐𝐿𝑓𝐼?̇? + 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐      (7) 
where 𝐴 ≜ 𝑅𝑓𝑅𝑐 −
𝐿𝑓
𝐶𝑓
, and 𝐵 ≜
𝐿𝑓
𝐶𝑓
 .  
To facilitate the design of the control signal 𝑢(𝑡), the tracking error signal 𝑒(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is 
defined as:  
 𝑒 ≜ 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜 . (8) 
Pre-multiplying (8) by 𝐿𝑓 , taking the time derivative and substituting (7), the following 
open loop error dynamic for 𝑒(𝑡) is obtained: 
𝐿𝑓?̇? = [𝐿𝑓?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐵𝐼𝑜 + 𝑅𝑐𝐿𝑓𝐼?̇?] + 𝐴𝐼1 + 𝐵𝑑 + 𝑅𝑐𝑉𝑜 − 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐. (9) 
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Since the reference output voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) is generated from the outer-loop 
current controller, it is not a practical solution to use the numerical derivative of this signal 
?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 in our control law. To solve this problem, a learning approach will be used in this 
paper to compensate for the following lumped non-state depending periodic disturbance 
[45]: 
 𝑑1 ≜ 𝐿𝑓?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐷𝐼𝑜 + 𝑅𝑐𝐿𝑓𝐼?̇? . (10) 
The open loop error equation after inserting (10) into (9) is as follows: 
𝐿𝑓?̇? = 𝑑1 + 𝐴𝐼1 + 𝐵𝑑 + 𝑅𝑐𝑉𝑜 − 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐. (11) 




[?̂?1 + 𝐴𝐼1 + 𝐵?̂? + 𝑅𝑐𝑉𝑜 + 𝐾𝑒] (12) 
where 𝐾 ∈ ℝ+is a control gain, ?̂?(𝑡), ?̂?1(𝑡) are the estimation of the system disturbances 
which will be designed later, and 𝐼1 ∈ ℝ is the inductor current observer which will be 
designed in the next section.  Substituting (12) in (11), the closed loop error dynamic for 
𝑒(𝑡) is defined as: 
𝐿𝑓?̇? = ?̃?1 + 𝐴𝐼1 + 𝐵?̃? − 𝐾𝑒 (13) 
where ?̃?(𝑡), ?̃?1(𝑡), and 𝐼1(𝑡) are the estimation errors and observer error signal which are 
defined respectively by: 
?̃? ≜ 𝑑 − ?̂? (14) 
?̃?1 ≜ 𝑑1 − ?̂?1 (15) 
𝐼1 ≜ 𝐼1 − 𝐼1. (16) 
Based on the subsequent stability analysis, the update laws of the system disturbances 
are defined as following: 
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?̇̂? ≜ 𝐾𝑑𝐵𝑒  (17) 
?̂?1(𝑡) ≜ 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽 (?̂?1(𝑡 − 𝑇)) + 𝐾𝑑1𝑒(𝑡)  (18) 
where 𝐾𝑑 , 𝐾𝑑1 ∈ ℝ
+ are control gains, 𝑇 is a known period of the grid side AC system, 
and 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(. ) is the saturation function which has an upper bound 𝛽 and lower bound – 𝛽, 
where 𝛽 is a positive constant. Substituting (18) in (15), the error signal of the periodic 
disturbance is defined as: 
?̃?1(𝑡) = 𝑑1 − ?̂?1 = 𝑑1(𝑡 − 𝑇) − ?̂?1
= 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(𝑑1(𝑡 − 𝑇)) − 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽 (?̂?1(𝑡 − 𝑇)) − 𝐾𝑑1𝑒(𝑡). 
 (19) 
2.2.1.1 OBSERVER DESIGN 
       To remove the need of the costly and noisy current sensor, the inverter current 
observer has been designed in this section. By taking the time derivative of the current 
observer error in (16), pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑓, and substituting (6), the open loop observer 





1 + 𝑅𝑓𝐼1 + 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐. (20) 





[−𝑅𝑓𝐼1 − 𝑉𝑜 + 𝑢𝑉𝑑𝑐]. (21) 
The closed loop system equation of the current observer error can be defined by 
substituting (21) into (20) as:  
𝐿𝑓𝐼
̇




2.2.1.2 STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE INNER-VOLTAGE LOOP 
Theorem 1: The closed loop error equations defined in (13) and (22) ensure that the error 
signals in (8) and (16) are regulated as 𝑒(𝑡), 𝐼1(𝑡) → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞.  





















Taking the time derivative of (23) and then substituting the closed loop error signals from 
(13), (22) along with the disturbance update law from (17), the following expression can 
be obtained: 
?̇? = −𝐾𝑒2 − 𝑅𝑓𝐼1
2
− 𝐴𝑒𝐼1 + 𝑒?̃?1 +
1
2𝑘𝑑1










Substituting (19) into (24), the expression in (25) is obtained: 
?̇? = −𝐾𝑒2 − 𝑅𝑓𝐼1
2












After some mathematical simplification, and using the definition of ?̃?1(𝑡) from (15), (25) 
can be rewritten as: 
?̇? = − (
𝐾𝑑1
2
) 𝑒2 − 𝑅𝑓𝐼1
2




{[𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(𝑑1(𝜏)) − 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽 (?̂?1(𝜏))]
2




By using the following property of the saturation function [45]: 
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(𝑥 − 𝑦)2 ≥ (𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(𝑥) − 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(𝑦))
2
. (27) 
The expression in the (26) can be upper bounded as: 
?̇? ≤ − (𝐾 +
𝐾𝑑1
2
) |𝑒2| − 𝑅𝑓 |𝐼1
2
| + 𝐴|𝑒||𝐼1|. (28) 
By applying triangle inequality, (28) can be further upper bounded as: 












From (23) and (29) it is clear that 𝑒(𝑡), 𝐼1 ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and ?̃? ∈ ℒ∞. Based on (8) and 
Assumption 8, one can see that  𝑉𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. From the definition of the 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝛽(. ) function and 
𝑒(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ , one can use (18) to conclude that ?̂?1 ∈ ℒ∞. Then, from ?̂?1, 𝑒 ∈ ℒ∞ and (19), it 
is clear that ?̃?1 ∈ ℒ∞.  By using (15) and the above it is easy to say that 𝑑1 ∈ ℒ∞. From 
(10) and Assumption 6, it is easy to say that ?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞. Since ?̃? ∈ ℒ∞ and by using 
Assumption 3, from (14) we can deduce that ?̂? ∈ ℒ∞. From (16), 𝑉𝑜, 𝐼1 ∈ ℒ∞, and 
Assumption 7, we can see that 𝐼1 ∈ ℒ∞. From (22) it is easy to show that 𝐼
̇
1 ∈ ℒ∞. From 
(12) and using 𝑉𝑜, ?̂?, 𝑒, 𝐼1, ?̂?1 ∈ ℒ∞, we can conclude that 𝑢(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. Now from (21) we 
can see that 𝐼1
̇ ∈ ℒ∞. From (13) and by using the above results it is obvious that ?̇?(𝑡) ∈
ℒ∞. Therefore, all signals in the closed loop are bounded. Since 𝑒(𝑡), 𝐼1(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and 
?̇?(𝑡), 𝐼̇1(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ Barbalat’s Lemma [46] can be utilized to prove that 𝑒(𝑡), 𝐼1(𝑡) →
0  𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. Thus, completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
2.2.2 OUTER-LOOP CURRENT CONTROL DESIGN 
       Figure.3 shows the grid side system which has been used in this section to design the 
outer-loop current controller. The main objective of the outer-loop current controller is 
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exchanging a clean current with the grid by regulating the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡), hence 𝐼2(𝑡) →
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) 𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. 
As mentioned previously, to design the controller in the outer-loop the objective of the 
controller in the inner-loop is assumed to have already been met. To ensure this condition 
is meet, a supervisory control on the inner-loop controller is necessary before activating the 
outer-loop controller as shown in Fig.2.4.  
To facilitate the outer-loop current controller design, equation (3) could be rewritten as:  
 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇ = −𝑅𝑔𝐼2 + 𝑉𝑖. (30) 
 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉𝑔. (31) 
In (30), 𝑉𝑖(𝑡) must be designed to ensure that the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) is tracking a given 
reference grid current 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡). To guarantee unity power factor at the grid side, the 
reference grid current should be completely sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltage: 
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐼2𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 (32) 
where 𝐼2𝑝 is the peak value of the reference grid current which is selected by the user. Also, 
𝜃 is the phase angle of the grid voltage. This angle has been estimated based on a second 
order generalized integrator to create an orthogonal signal generator-based phase-locked 
 





loop (SOGI-OSG PLL). We chose this method based on the results in [47], although other 
PLL schemes could also be used. 
      To start the outer-loop control design process, the tracking error signal 𝜂(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is 
defined as: 
 𝜂 ≜ 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼2. (33) 
After taking the time derivative of (33), pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑔 and substituting (30) in the 
result, the open loop error dynamic of 𝜂(𝑡) is obtained as: 
 𝐿𝑔?̇? = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑅𝑔𝐼2 − 𝑉𝑖. (34) 
Based on the subsequent stability analysis and the form in (34), the control law from the 
outer-loop 𝑉𝑖(𝑡) is designed as follows: 
 𝑉𝑖 ≜ ?̂?𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̂?𝑔𝐼2 + 𝐾𝑔𝜂 (35) 
where 𝐾𝑔 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain, and ?̂?𝑔, ?̂?𝑔 are the estimation of the unknown parameters 
of the grid impedance. Based on the stability analysis the update laws of the unknown 
parameters are defined by:  
 ?̇̂?𝑔 = 𝐾𝐿𝜂𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (36) 
 ?̇̂?𝑔 = 𝐾𝑅𝜂𝐼2 (37) 
where 𝐾𝐿, 𝐾𝑅 are positive gains. The control signal defined in (35) is substituted in (30) to 
get the following closed loop error system for 𝜂(𝑡) as:  
where ?̃?𝑔 and ?̃?𝑔 are estimation errors which defined by:  
 𝐿𝑔?̇? = ?̃?𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̃?𝑔𝐼2 − 𝐾𝑔𝜂 (38) 
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?̃?𝑔 ≜ 𝐿𝑔 − ?̂?𝑔 (39) 
?̃?𝑔 ≜ 𝑅𝑔 − ?̂?𝑔. (40) 
Remark: The reference voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be obtained from (31) and (35) under 
the assumption that the inner-loop is already in the steady state as: 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 = ?̂?𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̂?𝑔𝐼2 + 𝑉𝑔 + 𝐾𝑔𝜂. (41) 
2.2.2.1 STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE OUTER-LOOP 
Theorem 2: The closed loop error equation defined in (38) ensures that the error signal in 
(33) is regulated as: 
𝜂(𝑡) → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞. 















Taking the time derivative of (42), the result is as follows: 







Substituting the closed loop error dynamic and the parameters update laws from (38), (36) 
and (37), the expression in (44) is obtained: 
?̇? = −𝐾𝑔𝜂
2. (44) 
From (42) and (44) it is clear that  𝜂(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and ?̃?𝑔, ?̃?𝑔 ∈ ℒ∞. From Assumption 5, 
and by using (33) along with 𝜂(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞, it is easy to show that 𝐼2 ∈ ℒ∞. From (39), (40), 
?̃?𝑔, ?̃?𝑔 ∈ ℒ∞, and Assumption 4, one can say that ?̂?𝑔, ?̂?𝑔 ∈ ℒ∞. Now, we can see that all 
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signals in (35) are bounded, so it is clear to say that 𝑉𝑖 ∈ ℒ∞. Using (41), 𝑉𝑔(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ and 
above results, it is easy to say that 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞. This is motivation for Assumption 8. From 
(38) and by using the above results it is obvious that ?̇?(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. Therefore, all signals in 
the closed loop systems are bounded. Since 𝜂(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and ?̇?(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞ Barbalat’s 
Lemma [46] can be utilized to prove that 𝜂(𝑡) → 0  𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. At this point, we have 
completed the proof of the Theorem 2.  
 
2.3 SIMULATION RESULTS 
    To evaluate the performance of the proposed controller, the PLECS software is used 
to model the instantaneous circuit dynamics of the system and the control scheme. The 
proposed control structure is shown in Fig.4. The system parameters and the controller 
gains are listed in Table I.  
 




2.3.1 STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE 
To check the steady-state performance of the proposed controller, the following tests have 
been performed: 
2.3.1.1 RESISTIVE LOCAL LOAD TEST 
Fig.5 and Fig.6 show a very good tracking performance of the proposed controller for the 
local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) and the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡). Fig.7 shows the control signal 𝑢(𝑡). 
Also, Fig8. shows the convergence of the updated law of the grid inductance and resistance. 
The observer performance has been shown in Fig 9. 
 
Table 0.1 System Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Gain Value Units 
Inverter Parameters Controller Gains 
𝐿𝑓 
150 𝜇𝐻 𝐾 1 --- 
𝑅𝑓 
0.045 Ω 𝐾𝑑 1000 --- 
𝐶𝑓 
22 𝜇𝐹 
𝐾𝑑1 0.01 --- 
𝐾𝑔 3 --- 
𝑅𝑐 
0.1 Ω 
𝐾𝐿 0.006 --- 















Resistive R= 20Ω 
Inductive R= 20Ω , L= 32𝑚𝐻 




2.3.1.2 INDUCTIVE LOCAL LOAD TEST 
In Fig.10, the grid voltage, grid current, local load voltage and load current are shown 
together in the same plot in order to show unity power factor at the grid side in the presence 
of the inductive local load.  
2.3.1.3 NONLINEAR LOCAL LOAD TESTS 
 The grid voltage, grid current, and the load current are shown in the Fig.11. The Total 
Harmonic Distortion (THD) for output voltage, grid current, and output current are 0.73%, 
2.35%, 110.6%, respectively. It is seen that with high distorted nonlinear load current, the 
local load voltage and the injected current to the grid remain clean with very low distortion. 
Also, it can be seen that the power factor at the grid side is still unity in the presence of the 
nonlinear local load. The percentage of maximum steady state errors for all tests are 
summarized in Table II to show the effectiveness of the proposed controller in terms of the 
steady state error (SSE). 
  
2.3.2 TRANSIENT-STATE PERFORMANCE 
To check the transient-state performance of the proposed controller, the following 
simulations have been done: 
2.3.2.1 STEP CHANGE IN THE REFRENCE GRID CURRENT 
The inverter was connected to the grid without local load and with the peak reference 
grid current 𝐼2𝑝=2 [A]. At the time t=0.06 seconds, the reference current is increased to 3A. 
Fig.12 shows a very good tracking performance of the proposed controller.  
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2.3.2.2 STEP CHANGE IN THE RESISTIVE LOCAL LOAD 
Fig.13 shows the system response for the proposed controller when the resistive local 
load changed from R = 20Ω to R = 100Ω at t = 0.06 seconds and back to the original 
value at t = 0.14 seconds. From the figure it is easy to see the robustness of the proposed 
controller since there is no significant fluctuations in the grid current and load voltage.  
2.3.3 SEAMLESS TRANSITION BETWEEN GA AND SA MODES 
The system responses during the transition between the stand-alone mode and the grid-
connected mode are shown in Fig.14 and Fig.15 while the inverter supplies resistive local 
load. It can be seen there are no oscillations in the grid current within the transition. Thus, 
a seamless transition in the output voltage has been achieved by the proposed controller. 
Based on these results, we can conclude that the proposed controller is working well in the 
two modes without the need to change the structure of the controller, and so the system can 
transfer between these two modes smoothly.    
 




Figure 0.6 Tracking response of the grid current under resistive local load. 
 
 






Figure 0.8 :Convergence response of the grid impedance 𝐿𝑔, 𝑅𝑔. 
 
Table 0.2 Steady State Errors for cascaded controller with different types of loads 
Load Type 







𝑒(𝑡) 1.6% 1.6% 4.58% 
𝜂(𝑡) 0.1% 0.13% 6.3% 





Figure 0.9 Inverter current observer response. 
 
 
Figure 0.10 System responses of the inductive local load. 
 





Figure 0.12 Tracking response of the grid current for step change in the reference current. 
 
  
Figure 0.13 Tracking response of the grid current under load changing. 
 
 









A cascaded nonlinear controller has been proposed in this chapter for a single-phase grid-
connected inverter. The proposed controller improves the quality of the local load voltage 
and the grid current simultaneously. This controller includes a current outer-loop and a 
voltage inner-loop. These two loops are designed based on a Lyapunov based stability 
analysis. The design procedure has been accomplished by using a learning control approach 
to estimate a bounded periodic disturbance. Also, a current observer has been designed to 
estimate the inductor current of the inverter. The grid impedance is considered as unknown 
parameter. This stability analysis shows that the system is stable and all signals in the 
closed loop systems are bounded. The controller performance has been tested in the steady-
state and in the transient-state via simulation. These simulation results demonstrate that the 
proposed controller has excellent tracking performance and is robust against changes in 
operating conditions. Also, a seamless transition between standalone and grid-connected 




BACKSTEPPING CONTROL DESIGN  
In this chapter the backstepping control theory has been utilized to design a nonlinear 
controller for the single-phase grid connected inverter system. This approach has been 
proposed to overcome the shortfalls of the cascaded control scheme in the previous chapter. 
In general, the main disadvantage of the cascaded control schemes is that they require the 
objective in the inner control loop to be met before activating the outer control loop, and 
to ensure that a supervisory control is needed in the cascaded approaches. Moreover, 
cascaded control assumes that the stability of the two control loops are independent.  
The main control objective in this chapter is to simultaneously improve the quality of the 
local load voltage while injecting clean current to the grid. Moreover, the proposed 
approach ensures the seamless transfer between grid-connected and stand-alone operation 
modes without adjusting the controller structure. The proposed controller is validated 
through a Lyapunov stability analysis.  An instantaneous circuit simulation in PLECS 
software was utilized to validate the proposed control scheme. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Third order mathematical model of 
the single-phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is presented in Section 3.1. In 
Section 3.2, this model is then used to develop the proposed backstepping control scheme. 
A Lyapunov stability analysis is performed in Section 3.3. The simulation results in Section 
3.4 validate the controller development. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 3.5. 
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3.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
The system in Fig.3.1 consists of the following elements: DC power source 𝑉𝑑𝑐, H-bridge 
voltage source inverter (VSI), LC filter 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓. The grid is represented by an ac voltage 
source 𝑉𝑔.  The grid interface inductor is represented by 𝐿𝑔 which allows to connect the grid 
to the inverter system. A local load has been connected in parallel to the capacitor 𝐶𝑓. By 
applying KVL and KCL to the average model of the inverter system, the mathematical 
differential equations representing the system are obtained as: 
  𝐿𝑓𝐼1̇ = 𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0) − 𝑉𝑜 () 
 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑜 = 𝐼1 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼𝑜 () 
 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇ = 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉𝑔 () 
where 𝐼1(𝑡), 𝑉𝑜(𝑡), 𝐼2(𝑡) ∈ ℝ are the inductor output current, output (capacitor) voltage, 
and injected current to the grid, respectively. 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℝ is the current of the local load. 𝐷(𝑡) ∈
ℝ  is duty ratio of the switching signal. 𝑑0 ∈ ℝ is an unknown disturbance. 
 
 





3.2 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 
 
The voltage control objective of the proposed controller is to maintain low THD of the 
local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) regardless of the type of load and achieve the reference output 
voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) which will be designed later, hence 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) → 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 →
∞. Also, the current control objective is to exchange clean current with the grid by 
ensuring that the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) is tracking a given reference current 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), hence 
𝐼2(𝑡) → 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞. To guarantee unity power factor at the grid side, the 
reference grid current should be completely sinusoidal and in phase with the grid 
voltage: 
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐼2𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 (4) 
where 𝐼2𝑝 is the peak value of the reference grid current which is selected by the user, and 
𝜃 is the phase angle of the grid voltage. This angle has been estimated based on a second 
order generalized integrator to create an orthogonal signal generator-based phase-locked 
loop (SOGI-OSG PLL) [47]. It is possible to use other PLL schemes. 
The subsequent development of the proposed controller is based upon the following 
assumptions: 
Assumption 1: 𝐿𝑔, 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓 , 𝑉𝑑𝑐 are known, constant system parameters. 
Assumption 2: The output voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) and filter inductor current 𝐼1(𝑡) are measurable. 
Assumption 3: The unknown disturbance 𝑑0 is bounded and slowly time-varying, hence 
?̇?0(𝑡) ≈ 0. 
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Assumption 4: The output current 𝐼𝑜 is bounded and unknown and assumed to be slowly 
time varying. 
Assumption 5: The grid voltage is bounded and differentiable defined as 𝑉𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 
where 𝑉𝑚 is the voltage magnitude and 𝜃 is the grid phase angle. 
In order to meet the current and voltage tracking objectives, the following error signals are 
defined: 
 𝑒2 ≜ 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼2 (5) 
 𝜂 ≜ 𝑉𝜊𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜. (6) 
To proceed with the control development, the following auxiliary error signals are defined 
as: 
 𝑒1 ≜ 𝐼1
∗ − 𝐼1 (7) 
 𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑜 − 𝐼𝑜 (8) 
where 𝐼1
∗ ∈ ℝ is an auxiliary control signal which will be designed later, and 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℝ is the 
estimation of the output load current. 
    Taking the time derivative of (5), and substituting 𝐼2̇ and 𝑉𝑜 from (3) and (6), the open 
loop error dynamics of 𝑒2(𝑡) is obtained after pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑔 as follows: 
 𝐿𝑔?̇?2 = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜂 + 𝑉𝑔 (9) 
The reference voltage trajectory can be designed to regulate 𝐼2 based on (9) as: 





where 𝐾2 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain. After substituting (10) into (9), the closed loop error 
system for 𝑒2(𝑡) is obtained: 
 𝐿𝑔?̇?2 = 𝜂 − 𝐾2𝑒2   (11) 
Taking the time derivative of (10) and using (9), ?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be obtained for later use: 
?̇?𝜊𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̇?𝑔 +
𝐾2
𝐿𝑔
(𝜂 − 𝐾2𝑒2). (12) 
     By taking the time derivative of (6) and using (2), (7), (8) and (12) the open loop error 
dynamics of 𝜂(𝑡) can be obtained as: 
𝐶𝑓?̇? = 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑔 +
𝐶𝑓𝐾2
𝐿𝑔
(𝜂 − 𝐾2𝑒2) − 𝐼1
∗ + 𝑒1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼𝑜+𝐼𝑜. (14) 
From (14) and motivated by subsequent stability analysis, the auxiliary control signal 𝐼1
∗ 
can be designed to regulate the output voltage as follows: 
𝐼1
∗ ≜ 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑔 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼𝑜 + 𝐾𝜂𝜂 (15) 
where 𝐾𝜂 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain and 𝐼𝑜 is the estimation of the output current with update 
law obtained from the subsequent stability analysis as:  
𝐼𝑜




where 𝐾0 ∈ ℝ
+is a gain. By substituting the auxiliary control law from (15) into the open 





𝑒2 + 𝑒1 + 𝐼𝑜 − 𝐵𝜂 (17) 
where 𝐵 = (𝐾𝜂 −
𝐶𝑓𝐾2
𝐿𝑔
). Taking the time derivative of (15), using (3) and (17), 𝐼1̇
∗ is 




∗=𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑔𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐶𝑓?̈?𝑔 +
1
𝐿𝑔









𝑒2 + 𝑒1 + 𝐼𝑜 − 𝐵𝜂) (18) 
By taking the time derivative of (7), pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑓 and using (1) and (18), the open 
loop error dynamics of 𝑒1(𝑡) is obtained as:  
𝐿𝑓?̇?1 = 𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑔𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓?̈?𝑔 −
𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑔













𝑒2 + 𝑒1 + 𝐼𝑜 − 𝐵𝜂)−𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0). 
(19) 









 𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑔𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓?̈?𝑔 −
𝐿𝑓
𝐿𝑔




















where 𝐾1 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain and ?̂?0 is the disturbance estimation defined by the 
following estimation error and update law: 
?̃?0 ≜ 𝑑0 − ?̂?0 (21) 
?̇̂?0 ≜ −𝑘𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑒1 (22) 
where 𝑘𝑑 ∈ ℝ
+ is the estimation gain. Substituting the control law from (20) into (19), the 




𝐼𝑜 − 𝜂 − 𝑉𝑑𝑐?̃?0 − 𝐾1𝑒1 (23) 
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3.3 STABILITY ANALYSIS 
 Theorem 1: The closed loop controller scheme defined in (11), (17) and (23), 
respectively ensure that the error signals defined in (5), (6), and (7) are regulated as 
follows: 
𝑒2(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡), 𝑒1(𝑡) → 0  𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. 























The time derivative of (24) is obtained as follows: 





Remark: In the voltage source inverters which are using the pulse width modulation 
method, the switching and sampling frequency are typically orders of magnitude higher 
than the fundamental frequency. Therefore, in comparison with the sampling and switching 
frequencies, the output current is changing very slowly, so that it can be approximated as 
a constant [44]. Based on this assumption the derivative of (8) can be approximated in (26):   
 𝐼̇𝑜 = −𝐼
̇
𝑜 (26) 
 By substitute the closed loop error dynamics of 𝑒2(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡), 𝑒1(𝑡) from (11), (17), and (23) 
as long as the update law of ?̂?0(𝑡), 𝐼𝑜(𝑡) from (16) and (22), the following expression is 
obtained: 
 ?̇? = −𝐾2𝑒2









). The expression in (27) can be upper bounded and simplified 






|𝑒|2 as:  









It is easy to see from (28) that ?̇?(𝑡) is negative semi-definite if the following gain 




  and 𝐵 ≥
𝐴
2
  (29) 
Form (24) and (28) it is clear that 𝑒2, 𝜂, 𝑒1 ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and ?̃?0, 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞.  Since 
𝑒2, ?̃?0, 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞ and using Assumptions 3 and 4 as long as (4) it is easy to conclude that 
𝐼2, ?̂?0, 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. From (10) and Assumption (5) and using the fact that the time derivative 
of (4) is bounded we can deduce that 𝑉𝜊𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞.  From (6) and 𝑉𝜊𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝜂 ∈ ℒ∞ we can easily 
say that 𝑉𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞.  Since 𝜂, 𝑒1 ∈ ℒ∞ then from (16) and (22) we can see that ?̇̂?𝑜 , 𝐼
̇
𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. 
Based on (9) and the above results it is clear that ?̇?2 ∈ ℒ∞. Since 𝜂, 𝐼𝑜 , 𝐼2 ∈ ℒ∞ and along 
with Assumption 5, from (15) it is easy to say that  𝐼1
∗ ∈ ℒ∞. From (17) and using the fact 
𝑒1, 𝜂, 𝐼𝑜 , ?̃?0 ∈ ℒ∞ we can say that ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞. From (23) and utilize the above results it is clear 
that  ?̇?1 ∈ ℒ∞. From (20) we can see that all the signals in the control law are bounded 
which is imply that 𝐷 ∈ ℒ∞. Since 𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝜂 ∈ ℒ∞ and ?̇?1, ?̇?2, ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞, Barbalat’s Lemma 
[46] can be utilized to prove that 𝑒2(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡), 𝑒1(𝑡) → 0  𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. Thus, the control 






3.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed controller, the PLECS software is used to 
model the instantaneous circuit dynamics of the system as well as the control scheme. The 
system parameters and the controller gains are listed in Table III. The steady state and the 
transient performances have been tested for the proposed controller scheme under different 
types of the local loads. 
 In the first simulation trial a resistive-inductive (RL Load) is connected to the inverter 
while the inverter is connected to the grid. The peak current of the desired injected current 
is chosen to be 4 [A]. Fig.2 and 3 demonstrate excellent steady-state tracking performance 
of the proposed scheme for the local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) and the injected grid current 𝐼2(𝑡). 
From the data of those figures we can calculate the percentage of rms steady-state error to 
Table 0.1: Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Gain Value Units 
𝐿𝑓 
10 𝑚𝐻 𝐾1 20 --- 
𝐶𝑓 
50 𝜇𝐹 𝐾2 20 --- 
𝑉𝑑𝑐 
350 𝑉 𝐾𝜂  0.8 --- 
𝑓𝑠𝑤 
10 𝐾𝐻𝑧  𝑘𝑑 0.1 --- 
𝐿𝑔 
2.5 𝑚𝐻 
𝑘0           9 
--- 
𝑉𝑔 





R= 150Ω, L= 32𝑚𝐻 
Nonlinear 
Single phase rectifier with 𝐶 = 220𝜇𝐹, 𝑅 = 250 Ω. 




be less than 1.25% for voltage and 1.5% for the current, respectively. Also Fig.4 shows the 
control input 𝐷(𝑡) in this case. Figures 5 and 6 show the tracking performance of the filter 
inverter current 𝐼1(𝑡) and the estimation performance of the output current 𝐼𝑜(𝑡), 
respectively.  
The second simulation trial demonstrates the control scheme performance for a nonlinear 
local load. Figures 7 and 8 show very good tracking performance of the controller for the 
local load voltage and the injected grid current, respectively. Fig. 9 shows unity power factor 
at the grid side even with the highly distorted local load current. The total harmonic 
distortion (THD) for output local load voltage, grid current, and output current are 1.0%, 
2.88%, 86%, respectively. It is seen with high distorted nonlinear local load current, the 
local load voltage and the injected current to the grid remain clean with very low distortion.  
For the transient performance, the proposed scheme was tested by applying a -50% step 
change in the amplitude of the desired grid current at the peak point to represent the worst 
operation case in simulation Trial 3. Fig.10 shows the current tracking responses of this test 
while the inverter supplying nonlinear local load. 
   In simulation Trial 4, the proposed controller has been tested for the seamless transition 
between the stand-alone and grid-connected operation modes. The system responses during 
the transition between the stand-alone mode and the grid-connected mode and vice versa 
are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12 while the inverter supplies current to a nonlinear local load. 
This transition is done easily by closing and/or opening the SL/GC switch as seen in Fig.1. 
It is shown from Figures 11 and 12 there are no oscillations in the grid current and the local 
load voltage within the transition. Thus, a seamless transition in the output voltage has been 
achieved by the proposed controller. Based on these results, we can conclude that the 
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proposed controller is working well in the two operational modes without the need to change 




Figure 0.2 Tracking response of the output voltage for RL local load. 
 






Figure 0.4 Control law under RL local load 
 
 






Figure 0.6 Estimation of the output current for RL local load. 
 
 






Figure 0.8 Tracking response of the grid current while the inverter supplies nonlinear local load. 
 






Figure 0.10 Tracking response of the grid current for -50% step change in the reference current. 
 






Figure 0.12 Output voltage response during seamless transfer between SA and GC modes. 
 
 
3.5 SUMMARY  
A backstepping nonlinear controller has been proposed in this chapter for a single-
phase grid-connected inverter. The proposed scheme improves the quality of the local load 
voltage and the grid current simultaneously. Lyapunov stability analysis shows that the 
proposed controller scheme is stable and all signals in the closed loop system are bounded 
and the control objectives are met. The controller performance has been tested in the 
steady-state and in the transient-state via simulation. These simulation results demonstrate 
that the proposed controller has excellent tracking performance and is robust against 
changes in operating conditions. Also, a seamless transition between stand-alone and grid-








BACKSTEPPING CONTROL SCHEME WITH VARIBLE STRUCTURE OBSERVER 
 
As we can see from chapter 3, the most common problem of the proposed backstepping 
controller is using the filter inductor current in the control law. This current has high 
frequency harmonics generated from the switching devices. Measuring such a current will 
add noise to the system and increase the system cost as well.  
One of the contributions of this chapter is obtaining a novel second order dynamic system 
equation in terms of the output voltage instead of the coupled inductor-capacitor dynamics 
[35]. As a result, the need for a sensor for filter inductor current is removed, which will 
reduce the system cost while also avoiding the switching noise which is present in the 
actual filter inductor current. As a result of the novel modeling, the derivative of the output 
voltage has been introduced in this dynamic systems equation. To deal with this term, a 
variable structure nonlinear observer is developed.  
An experimental test bed has been implemented in this chapter to further validate the 
proposed scheme in real-time.  Efficiency have been introduced such that the scheme could 
be more easily implemented in an embedded platform. Moreover, comparisons with a 
conventional cascaded Proportional-Resonance (PR) control scheme is presented in this 
work to show the superiority of the proposed scheme. Through these novel advancements 
this approach will improve the quality of the local load voltage and simultaneously inject 
a clean current to the grid with the same control structure in the grid-connected mode.  
Moreover, the transition between stand-alone mode and grid-connected mode has been 
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achieved seamlessly by using the proposed scheme without changing the controller 
structure. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The mathematical model of the 
single-phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 
4.2 this model is then used to develop a variable structure observer for the derivative of the 
output voltage. In Section 4.3 the output voltage and grid current controllers are developed 
and a Lyapunov stability analysis is performed for the controller- observer system. The 
experimental results in Section 4.4 validate the controller-observer development as well 
compared performance of this controller to typical control scheme. Concluding remarks 
are provided in Section 4.5.  
 
4.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
     The system in Fig.4.1 consists of the following elements: DC power source 𝑉𝑑𝑐, single-
phase voltage source inverter (VSI), LC filter 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓. The grid is emulated by an ac voltage 
source 𝑉𝑔.  The grid interface inductor represented by 𝐿𝑔 . A local load has been connected 
in parallel to the capacitor 𝐶𝑓. The mathematical differential equations for the inverter 
system are derived by using KVL and KCL in the state average model for H-Bridge inverter 
system as follows:  
 𝐿𝑓𝐼1̇ = 𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0) − 𝑉𝑜 () 
 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑜 = 𝐼1 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼𝑜 () 
 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇ = 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉𝑔 () 
 
where 𝐼1(𝑡), 𝑉𝑜(𝑡), 𝐼2(𝑡) ∈ ℝ are the inductor output current, capacitor voltage which 
represents the output voltage, and injected current to the grid, respectively. 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℝ is the 
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current of the local load. 𝐷(𝑡) ∈ ℝ  is duty ratio of the switching signal. 𝑑0 ∈ ℝ considers 
the unknown disturbance representing the dead-time and voltage drop affects in the 
switching devices. By substituting (1) and (3) into the time derivative of (2), a second order 




(𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0) − 𝑉𝑜) +
1
𝐿𝑔𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) + 𝑁0 (4) 
where 𝑁0 ≜ −
1
𝐶𝑓
𝐼?̇? is a time-varying uncertainty. 
From (4) we can see that the second order dynamic equation for the output voltage doesn’t 
have the filter inductor current. Based on (3) and (4) the proposed controller will be designed 










4.2 OBSERVER DEVELOPMENT 
       Prior to developing the controller, a variable structure observer for the unmeasurable 
?̇?𝑜(𝑡) is required. The subsequent development of this observer/controller is based upon 
the following assumptions: 
Assumption 1: 𝐿𝑔 , 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓 , 𝑉𝑑𝑐 are known, constant system parameters. 
Assumption 2: The output voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) is measurable. 
Assumption 3: The uncertainty 𝑁0(𝑡) and its derivative 𝑁0̇(𝑡) are bounded under normal 
operation, hence there exist positive numbers 𝛽1, 𝛽2 ∈ ℝ
+ such that |𝑁0(𝑡)| <
𝛽1, |𝑁0̇(𝑡)| < 𝛽2 [48]. 
Assumption 4: The unknown disturbance 𝑑0 is bounded and slowly time-varying, hence 
?̇?0(𝑡) ≈ 0. 
Assumption 5: The grid voltage is defined as 𝑉𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, where 𝑉𝑚 is the voltage 
magnitude and 𝜃 is the grid phase angle. Hence, the grid voltage is bounded and 
differentiable. 
To facilitate the observer design, the following error signals are defined to ensure that 
?̇̂?𝑜(𝑡) ⟶ ?̇?𝑜(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞: 
 ?̃?𝑜 ≜ 𝑉𝑜 − ?̂?𝑜 (5) 
 ?̇̃?𝑜 = ?̇?𝑜 − ?̇̂?𝑜 (6) 
 ?̈̃?𝑜 = ?̈?𝑜 − ?̈̂?𝑜 . (7) 
An additional filtered error signal 𝑠(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is defined as: 
 𝑠 ≜ ?̇̃?𝑜 + 𝑘1𝑜?̃?𝑜 (8) 
 ?̇? = ?̈̃?𝑜 + 𝑘1𝑜 ?̇̃?𝑜 (9) 
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where  𝑘1𝑜 ∈ ℝ
+ is filter gain. By using (4) in (7) and then substituting the result in (9), the 




(𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0) − 𝑉𝑜) +
1
𝐿𝑔𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜)  + 𝑁0 + 𝑘1𝑜 ?̇̃?𝑜 − ?̈̂?𝑜. (10) 





(𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + ?̂?0) − 𝑉𝑜) +
1
𝐿𝑔𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) 
+𝑘1𝑜 ?̇̃?𝑜 + ?̃?𝑜 + 𝑘2𝑜𝑠 + 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜) 
   
(11) 
where 𝑠𝑔𝑛(∙) is the standard signum function, 𝑘20, 𝑘30 are positive gains and ?̂?0(𝑡) is the 




𝑠  (12) 
where  𝑘𝑑0 is a positive gain. The closed loop error dynamic for the filtered observer can 
be obtained by substituting (11) in (10) as 
   ?̇? =
𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓
?̃?0 − ?̃?𝑜 − 𝑘2𝑜𝑠 + 𝑁0 − 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜)  (13) 
where ?̃?0(𝑡) is the estimation error defined as 
?̃?0 ≜ 𝑑0 − ?̂?0. (14) 
The observer in (11) and the update law in (12) are not implementable due to their 
dependence on the unmeasurable signal 𝑠(𝑡). To obtain the implementable form for each 
one, the integration of each equation should be performed after substituting (8) into (11) 
and (12). For the observer dynamic, the realizable form is as follows: 
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?̇̂?𝑜 = 𝑝 + (𝑘1𝑜 + 𝑘2𝑜)?̃?𝑜 (15) 




(𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + ?̂?0) − 𝑉𝑜)   +
1
𝐿𝑔𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) 
         +(𝑘1𝑜𝑘2𝑜 + 1)?̃?𝑜 + 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜). 
    (16) 




(?̃?𝑜 + 𝑘10 ∫?̃?𝑜(𝜎)𝑑𝜎).     (17) 
 
4.3 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 
Achieving low THD for the local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡)  for a wide range of local load 
types is one of the control objectives for the proposed scheme. To do so, a tracking 
reference output voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) should be designed carefully, hence 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) →
𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞. The subsequent stability analysis will prove the observer objective is 
met; hence the voltage control objective can be modified to ?̂?𝑜(𝑡) → 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡). The other 
control objective is injecting low THD current to the grid by ensuring that the grid current 
𝐼2(𝑡) is tracking a given reference current 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), hence 𝐼2(𝑡) → 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞. If the 
reference current 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡)  is chosen as sinusoidal shape as the grid voltage, unity power 
factor at the grid side will be guaranteed. To do that in this work, the following reference 
grid current is used: 
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐼2𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 (18) 
where 𝐼2𝑝 is the user selected peak value of the reference grid current. The grid phase angle 
𝜃(𝑡) has been estimated based on a second order generalized integrator to create an 
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orthogonal signal generator-based phase-locked loop (SOGI-OSG PLL) [47]. This is not a 
must, other PLL schemes could be used. 
In order to facilitate the control development, the following error signals are defined: 
 𝜂 ≜ 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼2 (19) 
 𝑒 = 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ?̂?𝑜. (20) 
After taking the time derivative of (19), pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑔, substituting the system 
equation from (3), and using (5) and (20) we obtain the following open-loop error dynamics 
for 𝜂(𝑡): 
𝐿𝑔?̇? = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ?̃?𝑜 + 𝑒 + 𝑉𝑔. (21) 
From (21) we can design the auxiliary control signal 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 to regulate 𝐼2 as: 
𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑔 + 𝐾𝑔𝜂 (22) 
where 𝐾𝑔 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain. 
Remark: The proposed control scheme has ability to work two operating modes. In the 
grid-connected mode, the reference grid current is 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓  from (19) and the reference local 
load voltage is  𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 from (22). In the stand-alone mode, the reference grid current is set 
to zero, 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0. So, the reference local load voltage is 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑉𝑔 as shown from (22). 
Under utility fault conditions when the grid voltage is not available another external signal 
for 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be introduced. After the grid voltage restored, we can see from (22) there is 
no extra efforts needed to synchronize the inverter with the grid because the reference 
voltage has the grid voltage information before transition from stand-alone to grid-
connected mode [49]. 
After substituting (22) into (21), the closed loop error system for 𝜂(𝑡) is obtained: 
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𝐿𝑔?̇? = −?̃?𝑜 + 𝑒 − 𝐾𝑔𝜂. (23) 
Taking the time derivative of (22), using Assumption 5, and after some simplifications, 
?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be obtained for later use: 
?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) + 𝜔𝑉𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 (24) 
where 𝜔(𝑡) = ?̇?(𝑡) is the grid angular frequency. Substituting the observer dynamic 
from (15) into the time derivative of (20) and using (24), the open loop error dynamics 
for 𝑒(𝑡) can be obtained in the following: 
?̇? = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) + 𝜔𝑉𝑚 cos 𝜃 − 𝑝 − (𝑘1𝑜 + 𝑘2𝑜)?̃?𝑜.      (25) 
To facilitate the control development an auxiliary tracking controller 𝑝𝑑(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is defined 
for 𝑝(𝑡) from (25) as: 
𝑝𝑑 ≜ 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) + 𝜔𝑉𝑚 cos 𝜃 + 𝐾1𝑐𝑒 − (𝑘1𝑜 + 𝑘2𝑜)?̃?𝑜 (26) 
where 𝐾1𝑐 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain. The closed loop error dynamic for 𝑒(𝑡) can be obtained 
after substituting (26) into (25) 
?̇? = −𝐾1𝑐𝑒 + 𝑝   (27)         
where 𝑝(𝑡) is the tracking error for the auxiliary controller 𝑝𝑑(𝑡) defined as: 
𝑝 ≜ 𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝. (28) 
Substituting (16) and the time derivative of (26) into the time derivative of (28) and after 
some simplifications, the open loop error dynamic of the auxiliary controller 𝑝(𝑡) is 
obtained as: 
?̇? = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔







(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) − 𝐾1𝑐
2 𝑒 + 𝐾1𝑐𝑝 − ?̅??̃?𝑜 − 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜) 
  
(29) 
−𝜔2𝑉𝑚 sin 𝜃 −
1
𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + ?̂?0) − 𝑉𝑜) 
where ?̅? = 𝑘1𝑜 + 𝑘2𝑜 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
,   ?̅? = (𝑘1𝑜𝑘2𝑜 + 1).  
Based on this open loop error dynamic and motivated by the subsequent stability analysis, 




[𝐿𝑔𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾𝑔𝐼2̈𝑟𝑒𝑓 −
1
𝐿𝑔𝐶𝑓
(𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑜) +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
(𝜔𝑉𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − ?̇̂?𝑜)
− 𝜔2𝑉𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝐾1𝑐
2 𝑒   − ?̅??̃?𝑜 − 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜) +
𝑉𝑜
𝐿𝑓𝐶𝑓
+ 𝐾2𝑐𝑝 + 𝑒] − ?̂?0 
(30) 
where 𝐾2𝑐 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain. The closed loop error dynamic for 𝑝(𝑡) can be obtained 
by substituting (30) into (29)  
where  𝐾 ≜ 𝐾2𝑐 − 𝐾1𝑐.  
 
4.4 STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Theorem 1: The closed loop observer/controller scheme defined in (13), (23), (27) and (31) 
ensures that ?̂?𝑜 → 𝑉𝑜,?̇̂?𝑜 → ?̇?𝑜 , ?̂?𝑜 → 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝐼2 → 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞.  
Proof: A non-negative Lyapunov function 𝑉(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is defined as: 
?̇? = −?̅??̃?𝑜























𝑝2 + 𝑃0 (32) 
where 𝑃0(𝑡) ∈ ℝ is a term defined as follows to make sure that 𝑉(𝑡) is positive definite: 




where 𝐿0(𝑡) ∈ ℝ has been defined as 
𝐿0 ≜ 𝑠 (𝑁0 − 𝑘30𝑠𝑔𝑛(?̃?𝑜)). (34) 
From (33) we can note that 𝑃0(𝑡) is positive if there exist a positive number 𝛽0 such that 
𝛽0 > ∫ 𝐿0(𝜎)𝑑𝜎
𝑡
𝑡0
. The full proof of this is given in [50]. The time derivative of (32) is 
?̇? = ?̃?𝑜?̇̃?𝑜 + 𝑠?̇? +
1
𝑘𝑑0
?̃?0?̇̃?0 + 𝐿𝑔𝜂?̇? + 𝑒?̇? + 𝑝?̇? + ?̇?0 (35) 
After substituting ?̇̃?𝑜 from (8), the error dynamics from (13), (23), (27), and (29), and the 
disturbance update law from (12) as well as the time derivative of (33) into (35), the 
following expression can be obtained  
?̇? = −𝐾𝑔𝜂
2 − 𝜂𝑉?̃? + 𝜂𝑒 − 𝐾1𝑐𝑒
2 − 𝐾𝑝2 − 𝑘1𝑜?̃?𝑜
2 − 𝑘2𝑜𝑠
2  − ?̅?𝑠𝑝 + 𝑘1𝑜?̅??̃?𝑜?̃? (36) 






|𝑒|2 could be used to upper bounded the above 
expression as follows: 
?̇? ≤ −(𝐾𝑔 −
1
2















+ |𝑠| (?̅?|?̃?| −
𝑘2𝑜
2
|𝑠|)  + |𝑝| (𝑘1𝑜?̅?|?̃?𝑜| −
𝐾
2





Nonlinear damping technique can be used to simplify the last three bracketed terms in (37), 
and then ?̇? can be further upper bounded as: 
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 , 𝐾1𝑐 > 1/2  (39) 
𝐾 > 4?̅?2/𝑘2𝑜 , 𝐾 > 4?̅?
2/𝑘1𝑜 , 𝐾2𝑐 > 𝐾1𝑐 . (40) 
From (32) and (38) it is clear that 𝑒, 𝜂, 𝑝, ?̃?𝑜 , 𝑠 ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and    ?̃?0, ?̃? ∈ ℒ∞. Since 𝑒, ?̃?, 𝑝 ∈
ℒ∞, we can see from (27) that   ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞. From (12) it is easy to see that ?̇̂?0 ∈ ℒ∞. Also, 
?̂?0 ∈ ℒ∞ based on (14) and Assumption 4. From (8) and since ?̃?𝑜 , 𝑠 ∈ ℒ∞ we can see that 
?̇̃?𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. Based on (31) and 𝑒, 𝑝, ?̇̃?𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞ we conclude that ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞. From (18) we can say 
that the reference current and its first, second, and third derivative are bounded. By using 
the above fact, 𝜂 ∈ ℒ∞ and Assumption 5, from (22) it is easy to say that 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞. From 
(20) and using 𝑒, 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞ one can see that ?̂?𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. Since ?̂?𝑜, ?̃?𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞ then from (5) we 
can see that 𝑉𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. We can conclude that ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞ since all signals in (23) are bounded. 
Form (24) and along with above results we can see that ?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞. From the derivative 
of (20) and by using ?̇?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 , ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞ it is easy to say that  ?̇̂?𝑜 ∈ ℒ∞. Form (13) and 
Assumption 3 one can conclude that ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞. From above results we can see that all signals 
in (30) are bounded, so we can say that 𝐷 ∈ ℒ∞. Therefore, all signals in the closed loop 
dynamics are bounded. Since 𝑒, 𝜂, 𝑝, ?̃?𝑜, 𝑠 ∈ ℒ∞ ∩ ℒ2 and ?̇?, ?̇?, ?̇?, ?̇̃?𝑜 , ?̇? ∈ ℒ∞ Barbalat’s 






























Lemma [46] can be utilized to prove that 𝑒, 𝜂, 𝑝, ?̃?𝑜 , 𝑠 → 0  𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞. Thus, completing the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Real-time implementation has been developed as shown in Fig.2 to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed controller-observer scheme. A doubler-rectifier circuit has 
been used to generate the dc bus voltage as input of the H-bridge single-phase inverter. A 
two-quadrant programmable AC source BK- PRECISION 9803 750VA was used to 
emulate the utility grid at fundamental frequency 60𝐻𝑧 . A power resistor (𝑅𝑝) has been 
placed in parallel with this AC source and sized such that its power draw exceeds the power 
which is sourced by the inverter (as set by the value of 𝐼2𝑝). This is done to ensure that 
current is never sent to the AC source. The NI CompactRIO 9063 with LabVIEW software 
has been used to implement the proposed algorithm and to execute it in real-time by the 
onboard Virtex-5 LX50 FPGA. The control diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in 
Fig.3. Table I summarizes the system parameters and the observer/controller gains. Both 
the steady state and transient performances of the proposed scheme have been tested while 
the inverter injecting current to the grid and supporting different types of the local loads in 
the same time. For comparison purposes, the well-known Proportional-Resonance (PR) 
controller has been designed based on [51]. Because we have voltage and current control 
objectives, the cascaded approach is used to design two control loops. The outer current 
control loop generates the reference voltage for the inner voltage loop as shown in Fig.4. 
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The grid voltage is fed forward to the output of the current controller to make sure the 
inverter is synchronized to the grid. 
 
Figure 0.3 Block diagram for the proposed controller/observer scheme 
 







Figure 0.4 Block diagram for cascaded PR control scheme 
 
Table 0.1 System and Control Parameters 
𝑳𝒇[𝒎𝑯] 𝑪𝒇[𝝁𝑭] 𝑳𝒈[𝒎𝑯] 𝑽𝒅𝒄[𝑽] 𝒇𝒔𝒘[𝑲𝑯𝒛] 𝒇𝒔[𝑲𝑯𝒛] 𝑽𝒈[𝑽] 
10 50 2.5 300 16 32 110 
𝒌𝟏𝒐 𝒌𝟐𝒐 𝒌𝟑𝒐 𝑲𝟏𝒄 𝑲𝟐𝒄 𝑲𝒈 𝒌𝒅𝟎 
1000 10000 200000 7000 20000 22 1 ∗ 10−10 
Local 
loads RL 
𝑹[𝛀] 𝑳 [𝒎𝑯] 
NL 
𝑹[𝛀] 𝑪[𝝁𝑭] 
150 32 250 220 




𝒌𝒊𝒐 𝒌𝒑𝒐  
50 7 10 1  
 
In the first experiment a resistive-inductive local load (RL Load) is connected to the 
inverter while the inverter is connected to the grid. The amount of the injected power to 
the grid is determined by choosing the value of the reference current. In this test, the peak 
value of the reference current in (18) is selected to be 3[A]. Fig.5 shows the steady-state 
tracking performance of the local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) for both the proposed scheme and the 
cascaded PR controller. The injected grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) response for both schemes are 
shown in Fig.6. The gains for the cascaded PR control scheme in this test are shown in 
Table I. The percentage of the rms steady-state errors and the THD for both controllers are 
summarized in Table II. Total harmonic distortion in the voltages and currents are used to 
assess the power quality for the inverter systems that are connected to the utility grid. The 
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maximum THD for the voltage and current for such systems is 5% [4]. Tektronix DPO 
3014 digital oscilloscope was used in this work to measure the THD for both the voltage 
and current. The tracking performance of the proposed observer is shown in Fig.7.  The 
control input 𝐷(𝑡) in this case is shown in Fig.8.  
      In the second experiment, the performance of the proposed scheme and the cascaded 
PR control scheme has been tested when the nonlinear local load (NL load) is connected 
to the inverter while the inverter is connected to the grid. The cascaded PR control scheme 
failed to deal with the changing of the local load type which leads the system to be unstable. 
To complete the comparison, a gain tuning process has been completed to return the system 
to the stability region and to minimize the steady-state error. The new gains are obtained 
to be 𝑘𝑖𝑖 = 200, 𝑘𝑝𝑖 = 17, 𝑘𝑖𝑜 = 100, 𝑘𝑝𝑜 = 1. Fig. 9 and 10 show the tracking 
performance of the proposed and the cascaded PR controllers for the local load voltage and 
the injected grid current, respectively. Table II shows that the proposed scheme 
outperforms cascaded PR scheme in the percentage rms steady-state error as well as the 
THD for both the local load voltage and the injected current to the grid while the inverter 
supplies power to the nonlinear local load and to the grid simultaneously. Fig. 11 
demonstrates unity power factor at the grid side even with the highly distorted local load 
current. From the previous results, it is clear that the proposed scheme is injecting very 
clean current to the grid while supporting the local load with low THD voltage. Also, the 
proposed scheme is robust for the changing local load type, but the cascaded PR controller 
needs tuning the gains for each local load type. 
     To test the transient performance for the proposed scheme and the cascaded PR scheme, 
a step change in the amplitude of the reference grid current from 2 [A] to 3 [A] is applied 
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during grid-connected mode. This step is applied at the peak point in order to illustrate the 
worst operation while connecting nonlinear local load to the inverter. Fig. 12 shows that 
the grid current immediately follows the reference grid current for the proposed scheme. 






Figure 0.5 Tracking response of the output voltage for RL local load. 










Figure 0.6 Tracking response of the grid current under RL local load. 









Figure 0.9  Tracking response of the output voltage for NL local load. 








Figure 0.10 Tracking response of the grid current under NL local load. 
 (a) Proposed Scheme (b) Cascaded PR controller (required gains tuning). 
 








Figure 0.12 Tracking response of the grid current during reference current step change under NL load (a) 







Figure 0.13 Voltage and current tracking response during transfer from SA mode to GC mode. (a) Proposed 





Figure 0.14 Voltage and Current tracking response during transfer from GC mode to SA mode (a) Proposed 





A control scheme based on the backstepping control approach has been designed in this 
chapter to improve the power quality for a single-phase grid-connected inverter system 
with a local load. The quality of the local load voltage and the grid current is improved 
simultaneously in the grid-connected mode. The design procedure has been accomplished 
by using a nonlinear variable structure observer to avoid the numerical derivative of the 
output voltage and to make the controller robust for different load types. The stability of 
the proposed controller/observer scheme is demonstrated by using Lyapunov stability 
analysis. Moreover, the stability analysis shows that all signals in the closed loop system 
are bounded.  An experimental testbed has been implemented to test the steady-state and 
the transient-state performances of the proposed scheme. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the proposed controller has excellent tracking performance and it shows 
robustness of the proposed scheme against changes in operating conditions by comparing 
this scheme with the standard PR controller. Also, a seamless transition between stand-
alone and grid-connected modes has been achieved without changing the control structure 












FILTER BASED CONTROL SCHEME DESIGN 
The control scheme that has been designed in chapter 4 requires a variable structure 
observer to avoid the numerical derivative of the output voltage that generated from the 
novel second order system dynamics. This observer increases the system complexity and 
observer loop the control loop which in the observer objective should be met before 
activating the control loop. Moreover, the approach in the previous chapter is prerequisite 
the mathematical derivative of the grid voltage. In this chapter, a nonlinear filter-based 
control approach [41] has been proposed to overcome the aforementioned disadvantages 
of backstepping control approach mentioned above. The same novel second order from 
chapter 4 will be used here to design the proposed control scheme to reduce the number of 
current sensors. Thus, creating a control scheme relies only on the output measurements. 
The subsequently presented approach will improve the quality of the local load voltage in 
the grid-connected mode and inject a clean current to the grid simultaneously with the same 
control structure. Moreover, the proposed approach ensures the seamless transition 
between stand-alone mode and grid-connected mode without changing the controller 
structure and without any extra effort to resynchronization the inverter to the grid. 
The same experimental test bed that implemented in the chapter 4 has been utilized here to 
further validate the proposed scheme in real-time. Efficiency have been introduced such 
that the scheme could be more easily implemented in an embedded platform than the 
previous control schemes. Moreover, comparisons with a conventional cascaded 
Proportional-Resonance (PR) control scheme that introduced in the previous chapter is 
presented in this chapter to show the superiority of the proposed scheme.  
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The mathematical model of the single-
phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is presented in Section 5.1 and the second 
order dynamic model is derived. In Section 5.2 the output voltage and grid current 
controllers are developed by using the filter-based approach. A Lyapunov stability analysis 
is performed for the proposed control scheme in Section 5.3. The experimental results in 
Section 5.4 validate the controller development as well compared performance of this 
controller to typical control scheme. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.5.  
5.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
A single-phase grid-connected inverter with LC filter is shown in Fig.1. The system 
consists of the following elements: DC power source 𝑉𝑑𝑐, H-bridge voltage source inverter 
(VSI), LC filter 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓. The ac voltage source 𝑉𝑔 mimics the grid voltage. To connect the 
inverter to the grid, 𝐿𝑔 is considered as a grid interface impedance. A local load has been 
connected in parallel to the capacitor 𝐶𝑓. The mathematical differential equations 
representing the system dynamics are obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage and current 
laws to the average model of the inverter system 
 𝐿𝑓𝐼1̇ = 𝑉𝑑𝑐(𝐷 + 𝑑0) − 𝑉𝑜 (4) 
 𝐶𝑓?̇?𝑜 = 𝐼1 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼𝑜 (2) 
 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇ = 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉𝑔 (3) 
where 𝐼1(𝑡), 𝑉𝑜(𝑡), 𝐼2(𝑡) ∈ ℝ are the filter inductor current, capacitor (output) voltage, and 
injected current to the grid, respectively. 𝐼𝑜 ∈ ℝ is the current of the local load. 𝐷(𝑡) ∈
(−1,1)  is duty ratio of the switching signal. 𝑑0 ∈ ℝ is an unknown disturbance 
representing the dead-time and voltage drop effects in the switching devices.  
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The second order dynamic equation of the system is obtained after substituting (1) and (3) 
in the time derivative of (2) as 


















Figure 0.1 Single-phase grid-connected inverter system 
 
5.2 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 
The subsequent development of this control is based upon the following assumptions: 
Assumption 1: 𝐿𝑔, 𝐿𝑓 , 𝐶𝑓 , 𝑉𝑑𝑐 are known a priori, constant system parameters. 
Assumption 2: The output voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡), and the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) are measurable. 
 Assumption 3: The load current 𝐼𝑜(𝑡) and its derivative 𝐼?̇?(𝑡) are bounded, hence 
|𝐼𝑜|, |𝐼?̇?| ∈ ℒ∞ 
Assumption 4: The unknown disturbance 𝑑0 is bounded and slowly time-varying, hence 
?̇?0(𝑡) ≈ 0. 




The voltage control objective of the proposed controller is to maintain low THD of the 
local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) regardless of the type of load and achieve the reference output 
voltage trajectory 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), hence 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) → 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞. Also, the current control 
objective is exchanging clean current with the grid by regulating the grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) to a 
predefined reference current 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), hence 𝐼2(𝑡) → 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) as 𝑡 → ∞. To guarantee unity 
power factor at the grid side, the reference grid current should be completely sinusoidal 
and in phase with the grid voltage 
𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐼2𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃   (5) 
where 𝐼2𝑝 is the peak value of the reference grid current which is selected by the user. Also, 
𝜃 is the phase angle of the grid voltage. This angle could be estimated based on any Phase-
Locked Loop (PLL) scheme form the literature. In this work, a second order generalized 
integrator is used to create an orthogonal signal generator-based phase-locked loop (SOGI-
OSG PLL) has been used due to its robustness and good tracking performance as we have 
seen in chapter 4.  
The filter-based approach uses a set of error dynamics which are motivated by the stability 
analysis in order to meet the output feedback control objectives. The following tracking 
error signals, 𝑒2(𝑡), 𝑒(𝑡) and filtered error signals, 𝑟𝑓(𝑡), 𝑒𝑓(𝑡) are defined 
 𝑒2 ≜ 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼2 (6) 
 𝑒 ≜ 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜 (7) 
 𝑟𝑓 ≜ 𝑝 + (𝐾2 + 𝛼)𝑒 (8) 
 ?̇?𝑓 ≜ −𝛼𝑒𝑓 + 𝑟𝑓 (9) 
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where 𝐾1, 𝐾2, 𝛼 are positive gains, and 𝑝(𝑡) is an auxiliary variable defined for filter 
implementation as follows 
?̇? ≜ −𝐾1𝑟𝑓 + (𝐾2 + 𝛼)(𝛼𝑒 − 𝑟𝑓) − 𝑒 − 𝑒𝑓 .   (10) 
To start the control development, the error dynamic between the actual error signal ?̇?(𝑡) +
𝛼𝑒(𝑡) and the filtered one 𝑟𝑓(𝑡) from (9) is defined as 
𝜂 ≜ ?̇? + 𝛼𝑒 − 𝑟𝑓 .    (11) 
To design the 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) that will regulate the injected current to the grid, we start by taking 
the time derivative of (6), pre-multiplying by 𝐿𝑔, substituting the system equation from (3), 
and using (7) to obtain the following open-loop error dynamics for 𝑒2(𝑡) 
𝐿𝑔?̇?2 = 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑒 − 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑔. (12) 
From (12) we can design the auxiliary control signal 𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 to regulate 𝐼2 as 
𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≜ 𝐿𝑔𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑔 + 𝐾𝑔𝑒2 (13) 
where 𝐾𝑔 ∈ ℝ
+is a control gain. After substituting (13) into (12), the closed loop error 
system for 𝑒2(𝑡) is obtained 
𝐿𝑔?̇?2 = 𝑒 − 𝐾𝑔𝑒2. (14) 
Taking the second time derivative of (13), using ?̇?2(𝑡) from (14), recalling ?̇?(𝑡) from (11), 
?̈?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be obtained after some simplifications to use it later as 
?̈?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐿𝑔 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̈?𝑔 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔











+ 𝛼).  
To meet the voltage control objective, we start with the time derivative of (11) 
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?̇? = ?̈? + 𝛼?̇? − ?̇?𝑓. (16) 
To proceed we need the time derivative of 𝑟𝑓(𝑡) from (8) as follows 
?̇?𝑓 = ?̇? + (𝐾2 + 𝛼)?̇?. (17) 
By substituting ?̇?(𝑡) from (10), ?̇?(𝑡) from (11) into (17) and after simplification, the 
following expression is obtained 
?̇?𝑓 = −𝐾1𝑟𝑓 + (𝐾2 + 𝛼)𝜂 − 𝑒 − 𝑒𝑓 . (18) 
By using (18) and the second time derivative of (7) into (16), the following equation is 
obtained 
?̇? = ?̈?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ?̈?𝑜 − 𝛼
2𝑒 + 𝛼𝑟𝑓 + 𝐾1𝑟𝑓 − 𝐾2𝜂 + 𝑒 + 𝑒𝑓 . (19) 
Substituting (15) and the system dynamic from (4) into (19) and after some mathematical 
simplifications, the open loop error dynamics for 𝜂(𝑡) can be obtained as follows  
?̇? = 𝐿𝑔 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔




𝑒2 − 𝑎𝑉𝑜 
−𝑏𝑉𝑔 − 𝑐𝐷 − 𝛼
2𝑒 + 𝛼𝑟𝑓 + 𝐾1𝑟𝑓 − 𝐾2𝜂 + 𝑒 + 𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁0 
(20) 
where 𝑁0 = ?̈?𝑔 − 𝑐𝑑0 +
1
𝐶𝑓
𝐼?̇? is a lumped time-varying uncertainty. Based on Assumptions 
3-4 it can be concluded that 𝑁0 is bounded. From the open loop error dynamic of 𝜂(𝑡) in 





[𝐿𝑔 𝐼2𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑎𝑉𝑜 − 𝑏𝑉𝑔 +
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔





 −𝛼2𝑒 + 𝛼𝑟𝑓 + 𝐾1𝑟𝑓 + 𝑒 + 𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾3𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑒 − 𝑒𝑓) + 𝑒 + (𝐾2 + 𝛼)𝑟𝑓] 
(21) 
where 𝐾3 ∈ ℝ
+is a positive constant gain selected based on the stability analysis, 𝑠𝑔𝑛(∙) 
is the standard signum function which is used to compensate for uncertainty 𝑁0. Finally, 
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by substituting the control signal from (21) into (20),  the closed loop error dynamic for 
𝜂(𝑡) can be obtained as 
?̇? = −(𝐾2 −
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
) 𝜂 − 𝐾3𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑒 − 𝑒𝑓)   −𝑒 − (𝐾2 + 𝛼)𝑟𝑓 + 𝑁0. (22)         
5.3 STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Before introducing the main theorem, the following two lemmas should be stated to be 
utilized later. 
Lemma 1. Define the auxiliary function 𝐿0(𝑡) ∈ ℝ as follows 
𝐿0 ≜ 𝜂 (𝑁0 − 𝐾3𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑒 − 𝑒𝑓)). (23) 
If the control gain 𝐾3 is chosen to meet the following condition 
𝐾3 > |𝑁0| + |?̇?0| (24) 
then, 




where 𝜎 is a dummy variable of integration and 𝛽0 is a positive constant defined as 
𝛽0 = 𝐾3|𝑒(0)| − 𝑒(0)𝑁0(0). (26) 
Proof: The proof of Lemma 1 is provided in Appendix 1 in [52]. 
Lemma 2. Let the region 𝔇 to be defined as 𝔇 ≜ [𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑚 ‖𝑦‖ < 𝜖], where 𝜖 is positive 
constant, and let 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑦):ℝ+ × 𝔇 → ℝ+ be a continuously differentiable function such that  
𝑊1(𝑦) ≤ 𝑉(𝑦) ≤ 𝑊2(𝑦) , ?̇?(𝑦) ≤ −𝑊(𝑦) (27) 
∀𝑡 ≥ 0 and ∀𝑦 ∈ 𝔇 where 𝑊1(𝑦),𝑊2(𝑦) are continuous positive functions and 𝑊(𝑦) is a 
uniformly continuous positive semi-define function. If the condition in (27) is met and 
𝑦(0) ∈ ℑ, the result is  
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𝑊(𝑦(𝑡)) → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞ (28) 
where the region ℑ is defined as follows 
ℑ ≜ [𝑦 ∈ 𝔇|𝑊2(𝑦) ≤ 𝛿] (29) 
where 𝛿 < min𝑊1(𝑦) is a positive constant. 
Proof: See Theorem 8.4 in [20] for Lemma 2 proof.  
Theorem 1: The control law in (21) ensures that all closed loop error signals are bounded 
and regulated as 𝑒2(𝑡), 𝑒(𝑡), 𝑒𝑓(𝑡), 𝑟𝑓(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡) → 0 𝑎𝑠 𝑡 → ∞, provided  𝐾3 is selected to 
satisfy (24). 
Proof: Let define the auxiliary function 𝑃0(𝑡) ∈ ℝ as  
























𝜂2 + 𝑃0 (31) 
where  𝑦 = [𝑧𝑇 √𝑃0]
𝑇
and 𝑧 = [𝑒2 𝑒 𝑒𝑓 𝑟𝑓 𝜂]. The function in (31) can be lower and upper 
bounded as 
𝜆1‖𝑦‖
2 ≤ 𝑉(𝑦) ≤ 𝜆2‖𝑦‖
2 (32) 
where 𝜆2 > 𝜆1 and both are positive constants. The time derivative of (31) is 
?̇? = 𝐿𝑔𝑒2?̇?2 + 𝑒?̇? + 𝑒𝑓?̇?𝑓 + 𝑟𝑓?̇?𝑓 + 𝜂?̇? − 𝐿0 (33) 
After substituting the error dynamics from (9), (11), (14), (18) and (22) into (33), the 




2 − 𝛼𝑒2 − 𝛼𝑒𝑓
2 − 𝐾1𝑟𝑓
2 − (𝐾2 −
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
) 𝜂2 + 𝑒2𝑒 (34) 













2 − (𝛼 −
1
2
) |𝑒|2 − 𝛼𝑒𝑓
2 − 𝐾1𝑟𝑓
2 − (𝐾2 −
𝐾𝑔
𝐿𝑔
) 𝜂2 (35) 











?̇? ≤ −𝛾‖𝑧‖2 (37) 
where 𝛾 is a positive constant. By applying Lemma 2 to (32) and (37) it is concluded that 
the lower and upper bounds of 𝑉(𝑡) are given as follows 
𝑊1(𝑦) = 𝜆1‖𝑦‖
2,  𝑊2(𝑦) = 𝜆2‖𝑦‖
2 (38) 
and the upper bound for ?̇?(𝑡) is defined by using (37) as follows 
𝑊(𝑦) = 𝛾‖𝑧‖2 (39) 
Again Lemma 2 can be utilized along with (36) and (37) to define the region 𝔇 as follows 
𝔇 ≜ [𝑦 ∈ ℝ5 ‖𝑦‖ < max (𝐾𝑔, 𝛼, 𝐾2 )] (40) 
From (31) and (36) it is clear that 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑦(𝑡)) is bounded, 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑦(𝑡)) ∈ ℒ∞; hence, 
𝑒2(𝑡), 𝑒(𝑡), 𝑒𝑓(𝑡), 𝑟𝑓(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. From (11) it is clear that ?̇?(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. From (9), (10), 
and (18) it is concluded ?̇?𝑓(𝑡), ?̇?(𝑡), ?̇?𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞.Since 𝑒2, 𝑉𝑔, 𝐼2̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∈ ℒ∞, we can see from 
(13) that  𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. From (7) and 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞, therefore 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. Since all the 
signals in (21) are bounded, we can say that 𝐷(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞. From (4), (15), Assumptions(2-4)  
and based on the above results we can see that ?̈?𝑜(𝑡), ?̈?𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) ∈ ℒ∞.  Using the above 
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results and based on (38) one can conclude that ?̇?(𝑦(𝑡)) ∈ ℒ∞, which is a sufficient 
condition to say that 𝑊(𝑦(𝑡)) is uniformly continuous. If the region ℑ is defined as follows 
ℑ ≜ [𝑦 ∈ 𝔇|𝑊2(𝑦) < 𝜆1] (41) 
Lemma 2 can be invoked to say that 𝛾‖𝑧(𝑡)‖2 → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞ ∀𝑦(0) ∈ ℑ. From the above 
and the definition of 𝑧(𝑡) it is clear 𝑒2(𝑡), 𝑒(𝑡), 𝑒𝑓(𝑡), 𝑟𝑓(𝑡), 𝜂(𝑡) → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞ ∀𝑦(0) ∈
ℑ. 
5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Real-time implementation has been developed as shown in Fig.2 to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed controller-observer scheme. The main purpose of this work 
is to control the inverter grid side, For this reason, a programmable DC power supply BK-
PRECISION XLN30052 1.56KW can be used as input DC voltage of the H-bridge single-
phase inverter [53]. A two-quadrant programmable AC source BK- PRECISION 9803 
750VA was used to emulate the utility grid at fundamental frequency 60𝐻𝑧 . A power 
resistor (𝑅𝑝) has been placed in parallel with this AC source and sized such that its power 
draw exceeds the power which is sourced by the inverter (as set by the value of 𝐼2𝑝). This 
is done to ensure that current is never sent to the AC source. The NI CompactRIO 9063 
with LabVIEW software has been used to implement the proposed algorithm and to execute 
it in real-time by the onboard Virtex-5 LX50 FPGA. The control diagram of the proposed 
scheme is shown in Fig.3. Table I summarizes the system parameters and the controller 
gains. The minimum value for each control gain has been selected based on the conditions 
in (36). An iterative process with some experimental trails is required to choose the gains 
that give the best performance. While there is not a closed-form solution for gain 
determination other than the gain conditions from (36), the gain selection is not sensitive 
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for a reasonable result. As a result, the gains in Table 1 have been selected for best 
performance. Both the steady state and transient performances of the proposed scheme 
have been tested while the inverter is injecting current to the grid and supporting different 
types of the local loads in the same time. For comparison purposes, the well-known 
Proportional-Resonance (PR) controller has been utilized from previous chapter.  
 
Figure 0.2 Experimental setup of the grid-connected inverter 
 
Figure 0.3 Block diagram for the proposed control scheme 
In the first experiment the inverter is connected to the grid while the resistive-inductive 
(RL) local load is supplied power from the inverter. The amount of the injected power to 
the grid is determined by choosing the value of the reference grid current. In this test, the 
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peak value of the reference current in (5) is selected to be 3A. Fig.4 shows the steady-state 
tracking performance of the local load voltage 𝑉𝑜(𝑡) for both the proposed scheme and the 
cascaded PR controller. The injected grid current 𝐼2(𝑡) response for both schemes are 
shown in Fig.5. The gains for the cascaded PR control scheme in this test are shown in 
Table 1. The percentage of the rms steady-state errors and the THD for both controllers  









are summarized in Table 2. Total harmonic distortion in the voltages and currents are used 
to assess the power quality for the inverter systems that are connected to the utility grid. 
The maximum THD for the voltage and current for such systems is 5% [4]. Tektronix DPO 
3014 digital oscilloscope was used in this work to measure the THD for both the voltage 
and current. The control input 𝐷(𝑡) in this case is shown in Fig.6. Since the proposed novel 
control scheme has been compared to the PR scheme, the performance assessment needs 
to be performed for both control objectives. With regard to the voltage control objective, 
the cascaded PR-scheme has a good tracking performance in the steady-state operation for 
RL local load voltage in term of the steady-state error, as well as the THD of PR-scheme 
is low in this case as shown in Table 2. The above results show that the PR-scheme has 
𝑳𝒇[𝒎𝑯] 𝑪𝒇[𝝁𝑭] 𝑳𝒈[𝒎𝑯] 𝑽𝒅𝒄[𝑽] 𝒇𝒔𝒘[𝑲𝑯𝒛] 𝒇𝒔[𝑲𝑯𝒛] 𝑽𝒈[𝑽𝒓𝒎𝒔] 
10 50 2.5 300 16 32 110 
𝐾1 𝐾2 𝐾3 𝛼 𝐾𝑔   




𝑹[𝛀] 𝑳 [𝒎𝑯] 
NL 
𝑹[𝛀] 𝑪[𝝁𝑭] 
150 32 250 220 




𝑘𝑖𝑜 𝑘𝑝𝑜  
50 7 10 1  
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been tuned very well for this specific operating point. For the current control objective, the 
proposed control scheme performance is better than the PR-scheme in the terms of the 
steady-state errors and THD.  
In the second experiment, the performance of the proposed scheme and the cascaded PR 
control scheme has been tested when the nonlinear (NL) local load is connected to the 
inverter while the inverter is connected to the grid. The cascaded PR control scheme failed 
to deal with the changing of the local load type which leads the system to be unstable. To 
complete the comparison, a gain tuning process has been completed to return the system to 
the stability region and to minimize the steady-state error. The new gains are obtained to 
be 𝑘𝑖𝑖 = 200, 𝑘𝑝𝑖 = 17, 𝑘𝑖𝑜 = 100, 𝑘𝑝𝑜 = 1. Fig. 7 and 8 show the tracking performance 
of the proposed and the cascaded PR controllers for the local load voltage and the injected 
grid current, respectively. Table 2 shows that the proposed scheme outperforms cascaded 
PR scheme in the percentage rms steady-state error as well as the THD for both the local 
load voltage and the injected current to the grid while the inverter supplies power to the 
nonlinear local load and to the grid simultaneously. Fig. 9 demonstrates unity power factor 
at the grid side even with the highly distorted local load current. From the previous results, 
it is clear that the proposed scheme is injecting very clean current to the grid while 
supporting the nonlinear local load with low THD voltage. Also, the proposed scheme is 
robust for the changing local load type, but the cascaded PR controller needs tuning the 
gains for each local load type. In summary, the PR-scheme needs different sets of gains, 
one set for each type of load. In comparison, the proposed control scheme is robust for the 
local load type changes. 
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 To test the transient performance for the proposed scheme and the cascaded PR scheme, a 
step change in the amplitude of the reference grid current from 2A to 3A is applied during 
grid-connected mode while the inverter sends power to the nonlinear local load as well. 
This step is applied at the peak point in order to illustrate the worst operation. Fig. 10 shows 
that the grid current almost immediately follows the reference grid current for the proposed 
scheme. For the cascaded PR controller, the current needs around 16 cycles to follow its 
reference. 
In experiment 4, transition event from the stand-alone to grid-connected modes and vice 
versa is occurred for the inverter. The SA/GC switch in Fig.3 (CPC1998J solid state relay) 
is controlled by LABVIEW command to do this transition. The voltage and current 
responses during the transition from the SA mode into the GC mode are shown in Fig.11 
while the inverter supplies current to the nonlinear local load and the reference grid current 
𝐼2𝑝 is set to be 3A. By opening the SA/GC switch and changing the reference current to 
zero the inverter will work in the SA mode as shown in Fig.12. It is shown from Fig 11 and 
12 a seamless transition in the output voltage is ensured by the proposed scheme. Also, the 
proposed scheme has very fast and smooth response in the transition between the two 
operation modes. On the other hand, the current needs about 20 cycles to reach the steady-
state current for the cascaded PR controller. Based on the above results, we can see that 
with one control structure, the proposed controller is working efficiently in SA and GC 
operation modes. 
To validate the proposed control scheme under distorted grid, a hardware-in-the-loop setup 
has been prepared as shown in Fig. 13. The Typhoon HIL 603 hardware has been used to 
emulate the single-phase grid-connected inverter system with nonlinear local load. The 
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proposed control scheme is implemented in the LABVIEW FPGA as was completed for 
the experimental results. Fig. 14 demonstrates the distorted grid with the THD is 17% and 
the spectrum analysis that shows the grid has third, fifth, and seventh harmonics with value 
for each harmonic is 15%, 10%, and 5% respectively. Fig. 15 shows the injected current to 
the grid with 2.3% THD and the percentage of the root mean squared (RMS) error for the 
injected current to the grid is 2.79%. From these results it is clear that the proposed control 










                                                        (a) 
 
                                                                      (b) 
Figure 0.5 Tracking response of the grid current under RL local load (a) Proposed Scheme, (b) Cascaded 
PR scheme 
 




                                                                         (a) 
 
                                                                         (b) 
Figure 0.7 Tracking response of the output voltage for NL local load. (a) Proposed Scheme, (b) Cascaded 
PR scheme (required gains tuning). 
 
Table 0.2 RMS Error and THD 
RL Load NL Load 
𝒆𝒓𝒎𝒔% THD% 𝒆𝒓𝒎𝒔% THD% 
V I V I V I V I 
Proposed Scheme 
1.64 1.82 0.77 1.96 1.69 2.49 0.75 2.5 
PR Scheme (required gains tuning) 





                                                                              (a) 
 
                                                                       (b) 
Figure 0.8 Tracking response of the grid current under NL local load. (a) Proposed Scheme, (b) Cascaded 
PR scheme (required gains tuning) 
 





                                                                        (a) 
 
                                                                         (b) 
Figure 0.10 Tracking response of the grid current during reference current step change under NL load 
(a) Proposed Scheme, (b) Cascaded PR scheme (required gains tuning). 
  




                                                                        (b) 
Figure 0.11 Voltage and current tracking response during transfer from SA mode to GC mode 
(a) Proposed Scheme, (b) Cascaded PR scheme (required gains tuning). 
 
                                                                          (a) 
 
                                                                          (b) 
Figure 0.12 Voltage and Current tracking response during transfer from GC mode to SA mode 




Figure 0.13 Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) schematic diagram with LabVIEW cRIO.  
 
                                                           (a) 
  




Figure 0.15 Tracking response of the grid current under distorted grid condition for NL local load. 
 
5.5 SUMMARY 
A filter-based nonlinear controller has been proposed in this chapter for a single-phase 
grid-connected inverter. The proposed scheme improves the quality of the local load 
voltage and the grid current simultaneously. Lyapunov stability analysis shows that the 
proposed controller scheme is stable, all signals in the closed loop system are bounded, and 
control objectives are met. An experimental testbed has been utilized to test the steady-
state and the transient-state performances of the proposed scheme. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the proposed controller has excellent tracking performance and it shows 
robustness of the proposed scheme against changes in operating conditions by comparing 
this scheme with cascaded scheme based on standard PR controller. Also, a seamless 
transition between stand-alone and grid-connected modes has been achieved without 
changing the control structure and without resynchronization scheme. Moreover, to test the 
proposed scheme under distorted grid voltage, a Hardware-in-the-loop setup has been 
implemented by using Typhoon HIL 603. The results show that even with the highly 





Different model-based nonlinear control approaches have been designed and applied 
to the single-phase grid-connected inverter systems to improve the quality of the local load 
voltage while injecting clean current to grid by using one controller. Furthermore, the 
proposed control schemes ensure the seamless transfer between grid-connected and stand-
alone operation modes without adjusting the controller structure. 
Since we have two control objectives, the cascaded control theory is the first candidate 
should be tried. The first proposed controller has an outer current loop and an inner voltage 
loop. Power quality of the local load voltage is the responsibility of the inner voltage 
controller. The role of the outer current controller is to inject clean current to the grid. In 
this work, a current observer has been designed to replace the inverter filter current sensor 
in order to reduce the impact of switching noise present in this measurement, along with 
system cost. In general, the main disadvantage of the cascaded control schemes is that the 
objective of the controller in the inner-loop should be assumed met before activating the 
controller in the outer-loop. To ensure that, a supervisory control is needed in the cascaded 
approach. As an effort to overcome this shortfall of the cascaded control approaches, the 
backstepping theory has been utilized to design a model-based nonlinear controller to 
achieve the previous two control objectives simultaneously.  
         The previous backstepping controller has been designed based on the inductor-
capacitor dynamics with the filter inductor current as one of the system states. This current 
has high frequency harmonics generated from the switching devices. To avoid using this 
noisy current, a novel second order dynamic system equation in terms of the output voltage 
90 
 
instead of the coupled inductor-capacitor dynamics has been introduced and utilized to 
design a controller based on the output system states. The previous control scheme requires 
a variable structure observer to avoid the numerical derivative of the output voltage that 
generated from the novel second order system dynamics. This observer increases the 
system complexity by adding the observer loop which in the observer objective should be 
met before activating the control loop. Moreover, the mathematical derivative of the grid 
voltage is required.  
Finally, control scheme based on set of filters dynamics has been proposed to overcome 
the aforementioned disadvantages of the backstepping control approach with variable 
structure observer. 
        For each developed control scheme in this work, the seamless transition between 
stand-alone mode and grid-connected mode is ensured without changing the controller 
structure. Moreover, a Lyapunov stability analysis is presented which proves that the 
voltage and current tracking objectives are achieved by the same controller with all signals 
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